
We treat each and every client with absolute confidence we 
have experience  with and  are familiar with a broad range 
of presented issues including.
Depression,  Anxiety, Anger,  General Conflict. 
Relationship tensions. 
Sexuality Problems.
Work place and Personality conflict.
Post Traumatic Stress. Workaholism.
Communication Break down.
Desertion, Abandonment, Shame, Guilt. Infidelity. 
Pornography & Sexuality, Sex Addiction.
Compulsive Behaviour, Alcohol Binging ,Gambling
Grief & Loss, Abortion Bereavement. 
Mid life Crisis. 
General  Moodiness & Irritability.

turbulence ?
No need 
to feel 
alone,
ashamed,
angry or 
afraid any 
more.
By reaching

Some one to help right 

tumbling life confusion, 
occurring Or threaten-

ing you right now.

rapidly heading that way. 

Bondi Junction  
Counselling

Service 

938 777 52 
Mob 0412  777 303

Integrative  
Psychotherapy 

&

Counselling

Supporting you to find your way is our profession., We assure 
you that we really do have a solid understanding of character 
development and relationship behaviour.  We are absolutely and 
professionally RESPECTFUL OF YOUR CONFIDENTIALITY . 

Carol and Rod are both:
Mature, life experienced, adult, Professional Therapists. 

*Diploma Qualified AIPC. *Clinical Practicing Counsellors ACA 
*Registered Counsellor Supervisors ACA 
 *Registered members of the  Australian Counselling Association
bound by the professions code for ethical practice. 
*Hakomi Graduate Psychotherapists bound by HAA code of 
professional conduct.
Hakomi Australia Association  members of *PACFA. 
*Certificate IV Work Place Trainers & Assessors 
*Carol has a Diploma in Remedial massage and 40 years experi-
ence as a therapist, Mother and Counsellor. 
Formerly a licensed  Rural consultant Rod now has virtually 20 
years Counselling, consulting and training experience.

THERAPY QUALIFICATIONS    

Bondi Junction  Counselling Service 
L1 Royal Arcade 175-181 Oxford St. 

Bondi Junction 
938 777 52 

Email:   bjcounselling@massagefloat.com.au 
0412  777 303

http://www.massagefloat.com.au/counselling.htm
(BN 97819825)

PRESENTATIONS



 means looking inward, being 

aware of feelings and sensations in this present 

moment, with confidence that in each present 

moment we have a living example of how we 

habitually organize our minds, bodies, and 

worlds. By attending meditatively to current 

mental and physical experience, we illuminate 

unconscious processes with new awareness 

which accesses and changes the deeply held 

unconscious beliefs that drive our thoughts, 

feelings, and behavior. 

As we develop from infancy to childhood to 

adulthood, we  by ap-

plying meaning to them, to the world, and to 

our selves; 

These organizational decisions come to

operate as unconscious  about the 

world and our place in it which govern how we 

think, feel, develop, act, respond, and create; 

These core beliefs limit our ability to function 

spontaneously and to live effectively through 

which we 

originally created to avoid feeling a lack of 

safety, affection, attention, or approval;

Taken from: 

http://www.flowingbody.com/hakomi.htm

Further references;

http://www.ronkurtz.com/ron_kurtz.html

hthttp://www.creativegrowth.com/johnbio.htm

http://www.hakomi.org.au/ 

Carol has a sincere 

interest in the wel-

loving Mother, Grandmother, & adopted surrogate 

carer for many who have found nourishment and 

new life from her experience, compassion and re-

There is also a successful business woman and 

passionate Remedial massage practitioner within a

body sensitive Counsellor.

Blending genuine craftswoman natural wisdom 

with her broad base of Counselling skills, experi-

ence and techniques Carol engenders genuine 

safety, with meaningful connection and relation-

ship for and with her clients.  

and broad foundation of Counselling theory in 

practice. She is well grounded in various theories 

and modalities of character and personality devel-

opment.

Carol progressively deepens the therapy to sensi-

tively open barriers out of emotional starvation to 

nourishment, relaxation whilst integrating  clarity.  

By sensitive observation and mindful attention 

Carol tracks unconscious psychological impulses 

which surface as signs to her of some inner distur-

bance.

Rod is a young at 

heart  spiritual, 

pacifist fully ap-

preciative of the 

might and miracu-

lously delicate 

complex brilliance 

in life. Rod has 

personally experi-

enced therapy. 

A mature man in his mid 50s, a very appreciative

Father of two free spirited adult daughters who 

have been most influential in developing his listen-

ing skills and rhy sense of humor, as they claimed 

their individuality which at times exposed his lin-

gering sense and need for nourishment to avoid 

contact with psychologically denied toxic wounds 

and habitual expectations retained beyond every 

nition, identification, release, relief and  recover 

through times wilder-ness.

Rod listens with deliberate, organic observation. By 

studying outcomes of simple experiments in mind-

ful awareness  he tracks sensitive unconscious re-

sponses which in turn lead to a  foundation of ini-

world of possible psychological responses.

Resulting in habitual self denial of actual sensa-

tions to reinforce expectations of pain, rejection, 

abandonment, condemnation, abuse, or neglect. 

MINDFULNESS IN THERAPY 

Bondi Junction  Counselling Service 
Level 1, Royal Arcade 

175-181 Oxford St      Bondi Junction 2022 
938 777 52                  Mob  0412 777 303

* IF  WE CHANGE THE WAY WE LOOK AT THINGS * THE THINGS WE LOOK  AT MAY CHANGE

CAROL STUART   PRINCIPAL ROD McCLURE  JP.  SUPERVISOR 


